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on whether DCS thoroughly investigated Gibault.  During the course of the investigation, 

Director Boehmer interviewed several witnesses, including the individual who reported the 

complaint to the OIG (the Reporting Party), witnesses identified by the Reporting Party, 

employees of Gibault, and employees of DCS.  Director Boehmer also obtained and reviewed 

several documents, including investigative documents from DCS and personnel records of 

Gibault employees who were allegedly involved in the abuse.   

Director Boehmer first reached out to the DCS Internal Affairs Division to obtain a copy 

of any DCS investigative records involving allegations of resident abuse at Gibault.  In response 

to this request, he received a copy of a February 23, 2018, letter from DCS’s Placement Support 

and Compliance Division to the Chief Operating Officer (COO) at Gibault.  The letter referenced 

a recent facility assessment that DCS conducted in response to reports that Gibault staff had 

placed youth in inappropriate physical restraints. The letter required Gibault to submit a Plan of 

Correction (POC) to DCS by March 9, 2018, to address DCS’s concerns regarding the health and 

safety of children placed in Gibault’s care.  The letter required the POC to include revised 

policies and procedures, as well as detailed explanations of how the POC would be implemented, 

monitored, sustained and evaluated. 

 Director Boehmer then obtained a copy of Gibault’s POC from DCS, which came to DCS 

in a letter dated March 9, 2018.  The letter explained the action items Gibault planned to take in 

response to DCS’s February 23, 2018 letter.  The action items listed in the letter included the 

following: Gibault would develop procedures focusing on de-escalation strategies; it would 

discuss the possibility of installing cameras to areas that were not on camera where a physical 

intervention occurred; and it would increase the frequency of trainings on de-escalation and the 

proper use of physical intervention.  The letter also outlined what would happen both before and 
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after incidents of physical intervention.  Finally, the letter provided the names of the team 

members that would be responsible for implementing the POC and the targeted timeline for 

implementing the POC. 

Director Boehmer subpoenaed Gibault for the personnel files of several of their 

employees who were allegedly involved in physical interventions with children and reviewed 

their records.  He also learned that Gibault terminated one of their employees following DCS’s 

investigation for using improper restraints on a child. Director Boehmer interviewed a DCS 

employee who conducted the  facility assessment.   She stated that in one of the cases she 

investigated, four other Gibault staff members gave reports that conflicted with the account of 

the Reporting Party.  She stated that in some of the other cases where the Reporting Party alleged 

abuse took place, the clients who were allegedly abused denied that the abuse occurred.   

Director Boehmer found that DCS had conducted a thorough investigation into the 

allegations and required Gibault to take certain actions in response to DCS’s  facility assessment.  

Director Boehmer kept the investigation open for several months to allow for follow-up at a later 

date. 

In January of 2019, Director Boehmer met with DCS staff and the Gibault employees 

who were responsible for implementing Gibault’s POC to determine whether Gibault was in 

compliance with the POC nearly a year after its submittal.  Director Boehmer learned that 

Gibault had increased training frequency on interaction with clients, crisis intervention and 

reducing the need for physical intervention.  He also learned that Gibault has added to the 

training provided to new employees.  For example, new employees now hear from the Youth 

Advisory Group so that they can learn what it is like to be restrained and to be a client of the 

facility.  Gibault also has evaluated where cameras are needed and installed cameras in those 
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areas.  Gibault’s COO advised that Gibault has reduced the use of physical interventions by 

fifteen percent over the last year.  The COO also stated that Gibault has a policy on 

whistleblower protection, which allows employees to report wrongdoing to DCS or any other 

agency, but it provides that the employee must also report the wrongdoing to Gibault.  The COO 

indicated that Gibault would incorporate an explanation of this policy into new employee 

training.  DCS staff informed Director Boehmer that they were satisfied that Gibault had fully 

implemented their POC.     

During the course of the investigation, Director Boehmer found insufficient evidence to 

support a violation of the criminal code or any rule in the Code of Ethics.  He also confirmed that 

DCS conducted a thorough review of allegations against Gibault employees and required Gibault 

to implement changes to address the concerns DCS identified.  Finally, Director Boehmer 

confirmed that Gibault is following its POC nearly a year after Gibault submitted the POC to 

DCS.  As a result, the OIG is closing this case for insufficient cause.   

Dated: February 20, 2019 

APPROVED BY: 

      
     ____________________________________  
     Lori Torres, Inspector General 


